ICLive Gen5

Models: ICL-F-RN, ICL-F-RD, ICL-F-DUAL-RN, ICL-F-DUAL-RD, ICL-F-TRIP-RN, ICL-F-TRIP-RD, ICL-F-RN-WR, ICL-F-RD-WR, ICL-F-DUAL-RN-WR, ICL-F-DUAL-RD-WR, ICL-F-TRIP-RN-WR, ICL-F-TRIP-RD-WR

Architect and Engineer’s Specifications

ICL-F-RN

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-RN or approved equal self-powered, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network. Column arrays that are not digitally steerable or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include five, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, three 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and an 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifier. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 4 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 20, 25 or 30 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 105 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated steel grille. It shall be no larger than 48" (1219 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 61 lbs. (28 kg).

The finish shall be (black paint -BK) (white paint -WT) (custom color paint -CC). It shall be provided with two wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 500 VA at full output.

ICL-F-RD

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-RD or approved equal self-powered, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network and receive Dante digital audio via the same network.
Column arrays that are not digitally steerable or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet, lack Dante digital audio or require two network connections for Dante and control will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include five, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, three 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and an 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifier. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 4 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 20, 25 or 30 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 105 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated steel grille. It shall be no larger than 48" (1219 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 61 lbs. (28 kg).

The finish shall be (black paint -BK) (white paint -WT) (custom color paint -CC). It shall be provided with two wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 500 VA at full output.

ICL-F-DUAL-RN

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-DUAL-RN or approved equal self-powered, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network. Column arrays that are not digitally steerable or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include ten, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and two, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 8 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5, 10, 15 or 20 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated steel grille. It shall be no larger than 96" (2438 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in two 48" sections, a master and slave,that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black paint -BK) (white paint -WT) (custom color paint -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1000 VA at full output.


ICL-F-DUAL-RD

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-DUAL-RD or approved equal self-powered, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network and receive Dante digital audio via the same network.
Column arrays that are not digitally steerable or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet, lack Dante digital audio or require two network connections for Dante and control will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include ten, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and two, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 8 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5, 10, 15 or 20 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated steel grille. It shall be no larger than 96" (2438 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in two 48" sections, a master and slave, that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black paint -BK) (white paint -WT) (custom color paint -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1000 VA at full output.


ICL-F-TRIP-RN

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-TRIP-RN or approved equal self-powered, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network. Column arrays that are not digitally steerable or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include fifteen, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and three, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 12 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5 or 10 degrees and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output.
The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated steel grille. It shall be no larger than 144" 3658 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in three, 48" sections, a master and two slaves, that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black paint -BK) (white paint -WT) (custom color paint -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1500 VA at full output.


ICL-F-TRIP-RD

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-TRIP-RD or approved equal self-powered, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network and receive Dante digital audio via the same network.
Column arrays that are not digitally steerable or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet, lack Dante digital audio or require two network connections for Dante and control will not be considered equal under these specifications.

The column array shall include fifteen, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and three, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 12 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5 or 10 degrees and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output.
The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated steel grille. It shall be no larger than 144" 3658 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in three, 48" sections, a master and two slaves, that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black paint -BK) (white paint -WT) (custom color paint -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1500 VA at full output.


Weather Resistant Versions

ICL-F-RN-WR

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-RN-WR or approved equal self-powered, weather resistant to IP55, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam suitable for permanent installation outdoors. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network. Column arrays that are not weather resistant to IP55 or digitally steerable or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include five, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, three 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and an 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifier. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 4 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 20, 25 or 30 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 105 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated, (nickel plated steel) (stainless-steel) grille. It shall be no larger than 48" (1219 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 61 lbs. (28 kg).

The finish shall be (black fiberglass -BK) (white fiberglass -WT) (custom color fiberglass -CC). It shall be provided with two wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 500 VA at full output.


ICL-F-RD-WR

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-RD-WR or approved equal self-powered, weather resistant to IP55, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network and receive Dante digital audio via the same network.
Column arrays that are not weather resistant to IP55 or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet, lack Dante digital audio or require two network connections for Dante and control will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include five, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, three 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and an 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifier. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 4 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 20, 25 or 30 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 105 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated, (nickel plated steel) (stainless-steel) grille. It shall be no larger than 48" (1219 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 61 lbs. (28 kg).

The finish shall be (black fiberglass -BK) (white fiberglass -WT) (custom color fiberglass -CC). It shall be provided with two wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 500 VA at full output.


ICL-F-DUAL-RN-WR

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-DUAL-RN-WR or approved equal self-powered, weather resistant to IP55, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network. Column arrays that are not weather resistant to IP55 or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include ten, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and two, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 8 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5, 10, 15 or 20 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated, (nickel plated steel) (stainless-steel) grille. It shall be no larger than 96" (2438 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in two 48" sections, a master and slave,that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black fiberglass -BK) (white fiberglass -WT) (custom color fiberglass -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1000 VA at full output.


ICL-F-DUAL-RD-WR

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-DUAL-RD-WR or approved equal self-powered, weather resistant to IP55, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network and receive Dante digital audio via the same network.
Column arrays that are not weather resistant to IP55 or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet, lack Dante digital audio or require two network connections for Dante and control will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include ten, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and two, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 8 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5, 10, 15 or 20 degrees or UniBeam and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output. The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated, (nickel plated steel) (stainless-steel) grille. It shall be no larger than 96" (2438 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in two 48" sections, a master and slave, that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black fiberglass -BK) (white fiberglass -WT) (custom color fiberglass -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1000 VA at full output.


ICL-F-TRIP-RN-WR

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-TRIP-RN-WR or approved equal self-powered, weather resistant to IP55, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network. Column arrays that are not weather resistant to IP55 or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet will not be considered equal under these specifications.The column array shall include fifteen, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and three, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 12 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5 or 10 degrees and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output.
The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated, (nickel plated steel) (stainless-steel) grille. It shall be no larger than 144" 3658 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in three, 48" sections, a master and two slaves, that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black fiberglass -BK) (white fiberglass -WT) (custom color fiberglass -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1500 VA at full output.


ICL-F-TRIP-RD-WR

The loudspeaker shall be a Renkus-Heinz Model ICL-F-TRIP-RD-WR or approved equal self-powered, weather resistant to IP55, digitally steerable column array with wide horizontal dispersion and a narrow vertical beam. The column array shall be equipped with DSP control and supervision from a remotely located computer connected via a standard Ethernet network and receive Dante digital audio via the same network.
Column arrays that are not weather resistant to IP55 or do not include DSP control or are controlled by a connection other than Ethernet, lack Dante digital audio or require two network connections for Dante and control will not be considered equal under these specifications.

The column array shall include fifteen, 6 ½" (165 mm) transducers with neodymium magnets, six, 1-inch exit, titanium nitride HF compression drivers and three, 8-channel DSP controlled Class D digital amplifiers. Each amplifier channel shall deliver a minimum of 100 Watts RMS to its associated transducer. It shall provide closely controlled 150° horizontal coverage (up to 3 kHz; 120° dispersion above) and vertical coverage using either a single beam, multiple beam beams with up to 12 separate beams. Beam opening angles (vertical dispersion) shall be adjustable to 5 or 10 degrees and steerable from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees. Vertical coverage and beam steering, gain and EQ shall be easily adjusted after setup using a remotely located PC.The array’s frequency response shall be at least 80 Hz to 20 kHz; maximum peak SPL shall be at least 108 dB at 100 feet (30 m). Input sensitivity shall be 1.0 Volts for rated power output.
The column array shall be provided with dual (looping) analog audio inputs, and an AES/EBU input. Remote computer control of beam steering, gain and EQ shall be provided via Ethernet network connection. The enclosure shall be constructed from Finnish Birch and a perforated, (nickel plated steel) (stainless-steel) grille. It shall be no larger than 144" 3658 mm) tall, 8" (203 mm) wide and 7" (178 mm) deep and weigh no more than 122 lbs. (56 kg). The array shall ship in three, 48" sections, a master and two slaves, that are assembled in the field.

The finish shall be (black fiberglass -BK) (white fiberglass -WT) (custom color fiberglass -CC). It shall be provided with three wall mounting hinges and eight M10 attachment points for flying, four on the top of the cabinet, and four on the bottom. . The column array shall include a universal power supply that operates from 90/260 V, 50/60 Hz AC. It shall consume no more than 1500 VA at full output.




